Linguistics Course to Career Guide: Speech Pathology

LINGUISTICS COURSES
EDUC/ELI/LING 390 - Community-Engaged Learning in ESL Teaching Contexts
ELI/EDUC 395/LING 391: Principles and Practices of Teaching ESL in Migrant Communities
LING 106 - Start Talking: Introduction to First Language Acquisition
LING 111 - Introduction to Language
LING 115 - Language in a Multicultural World
LING 137 - Epic Grammar Fails: The Linguistics of Language Peeves
LING 209 - Language and Human Mind
LING 272 - Language in Society
LING 313 - Sound Patterns
LING 315 - Introduction to Syntax
LING 316 - Aspects of Meaning
LING 342 Perspectives of Bilingualism
LING 347 - Talking Minds
LING 351 - Second Language Acquisition
LING/PSYCH 352 - Development of Language and Thought
LING 370 - Language and Discrimination: Language as Social Statement
LING 440 - Language Learnability
LING 492 - Topics in Linguistics

OTHER COURSES
LING 541 Natural Language Processing
PHIL 485 - Philosophy of Action
PSYCH 240 - Introduction to Cognitive Psychology
PSYCH 343 - Cognitive Neuroscience of Learning and Memory
PSYCH 402-001: Special Problems in Psych-Cognition, Neuroscience, and Education
PSYCH 447 - Topics: Analyzing Language Usage
PSYCH 456 Human Infancy

DOUBLE MAJOR WITH
Biology | Brain, Cognition, and Neuroscience (BCN) | Cognitive Science | English | Mathematics

MINOR IN
Education for Empowerment | Intergroup Relations Education | English | International Studies | Linguistics | Sociology and Social Work

HIGHER DEGREES/TRAININGS
MS is Speech-Pathology Language (SLP)